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Abstrat: Within a lattie model des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1. Introdution
The notion of surfae tension, or interfaial free energy per unit area, plays a key
role in many studies onerning the surfae phenomena and the phase oexistene.
When we onsider a solid or a uid, whih is a mixture of two hemial speies
1 and 2, in equilibrium with its vapor, one of the problems, experimentally as well
as theoretially, is to determine how the orresponding surfae tension depends on
the omposition of the mixture.
Some relationship is expeted whih would give this surfae tension, here denoted
τ(1,2)|0, as an interpolation between the two surfae tensions, τ1|0 and τ2|0, of eah
of the speies when they are hemially pure.
Using thermodynamial onsiderations several equations have been derived in
the literature, aording to dierent assumptions.
Thus, for ideal or nearly ideal solutions, a fairly simple treatment, due to Guggen-
heim [1℄, leads to the following equation
e−βa
2τ(1,2)|0 = c1e
−βa2τ1|0 + c2e−βaτ2|0 (1.1)
where c1 is the xed molar fration of speies 1 in the (1, 2) mixture, c2 = 1 − c1,
the xed molar fration of speies 2, a2 is the mean surfae area per moleule, and
β = 1/kT is the inverse temperature.
A very simple relationship for the so alled regular solutions omes from Prigogine
and Defay [2℄, who proposed the equation
τ(1,2)|0 = c1τ1|0 + c2τ2|0 −Kc1c2 (1.2)
with K a semiempirial onstant.
A simple treatment due to Eberhart [3℄ assumes that the surfae tension of a
binary solution is linear in the surfae omposition, that is
τ(1,2)|0 = cs1τ1|0 + c
s
2τ2|0 (1.3)
where the csi , i = 1, 2, denote the mole fration near the surfae of phase separation,
and that the ratio cs1/c1 is proportional to the ratio c
s
2/c2.
Finally, when the surfae tensions τ1|0 and τ2|0 dier appreiably, a semiempirial
equation attributed to Szyszkowsky ([4℄, [5℄) gives:
τ(1,2)|0
τ1|0
= 1− B ln
(
1 +
c2
A
)
(1.4)
where two harateristi onstants A and B of the ompounds have been used, and
c2 is the onentration of the speies with the smaller surfae tension.
We refer the reader to Adamson's book [6℄ (Chapter III, Setion 4), and referenes
therein, for a detailed disussion of the above equations. On the other hand, an
extensive development for various types of non ideal solutions that has been made
by Defay, Prigogine and oworkers, an be found in the monography [7℄.
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More reently, an interfae model with a two-valued random interation was
introdued by two of the present authors in ref. [8℄ to desribe the phase boundary
from a mirosopi point of view. The surfae tension for that model ould be
omputed aording to a quenhed or annealed disorder and one obtains
τquenched(1,2),0 = c1τ1,0 + c2τ2,0
e−βτ
annealed
(1,2)|0 = c1e
−βτ1,0 + c2e−βτ2,0
in agreement with the above equations (1.1) or (1.3).
The aim of the present paper is two disuss the problem within a lattie bulk
statistial mehanial model desribing the binary mixture in equilibrium with its
vapor. Previous studies of various models of binary lattie gases an be found in
Refs. [9, 10℄.
Here, we onsider a lattie gas system with two kinds of partiles, where eah
lattie site an be in one of the three states, 0, 1, 2, interpreted, respetively, as an
empty site, a site oupied by a partile of the rst kind of the model, and a site
oupied by a partile of the seond kind. Whenever the partiles 2 are not allowed
the system redues to the usual Ising model, in its lattie gas version, with oupling
onstant J1/2. We onsider the system in the phase oexistene region and denote
by τ1|0 the orresponding surfae tension between the dense and the dilute phases.
Analogously, when partiles 1 are not allowed, it redues to the Ising model with
oupling onstant J2/2 and we let τ2|0 be the orresponding surfae tension.
We an also study our three state model in the phase oexistene region (with
the help of Pirogov Sinai theory) and then interpret the dense phase as the binary
mixture, the dilute phase as the orresponding vapor, and τ(1,2)|0 as the surfae
tension between these two phases. On the other hand the onentration of partiles
1 and 2 in the dense phase an be xed to take any given values.
As a main result of this paper we prove that, at low temperatures, the following
equation holds, for the surfae tension of our model,
e−β(τ(1,2)|0−F) = c∗1e
−β(τ1|0−F1) + c∗2e
−β(τ2|0−F2)
(1.5)
Here Fi, (i = 1, 2) is the spei free energy of the gas of jumps desribing the
Gallavotti's line of phase separation for the Ising model in two dimensions [11℄, and
that of the gas of the walls desribing the Dobrushin's mirosopi interfae [12℄
in three dimensions. This means that τ1|0 − F1 = J1 and τ2|0 − F2 = J2 are the
respetive energy osts per unit length or unit area of the 1|0 and the 2|0 interfaes.
The quantity F is the spei free energy (whih an be expressed as a onvergent
series at low temperatures) of a gas of some geometrial objets alled aggregates.
In dimension d = 2, those aggregates are the natural generalizations to our model
of the jumps of Gallavotti's line and the leading term of the series giving this free
energy F is
− 2
β
c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2
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In dimension d = 3, they are the natural generalizations of the walls of the Do-
brushin's interfae and then the leading term of the series is
− 1
β
c∗1e
−5βJ1 + c∗2e
−5βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2 −
1
β
(c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2)4
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)4
The oeients c∗1 and c
∗
2 are related to the onentrations c1 and c2 of the partiles
1 and the partiles 2 through equation (5.7) below. This equation gives at low
temperatures:
c∗i = ci
[
1− (c1e−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2)2d − 2dcie−βJi(c1e−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2)2d−1
− 2(d+ 1)ci
(
c1e
−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2
)2d
+O
(
e−(2d+1)βmin{J1,J2}
)]
(1.6)
for i = 1, 2.
The paper is organized as follows. The model is dened in Setion 2 whih also
provides the analysis of the ground states of the system. Setion 3 is devoted to the
study of the Gibbs states of the system at low temperatures and of the oexistene
between the mixture and the vapor. Setion 4 ontains the denitions of the surfae
tensions and an expansion of the surfae tension between the mixture and the
vapor in terms of interfaes. Setion 5 ontains the presentation of the relationship
between surfae tensions. The proofs are given in the two remaining setions.
2. The model
We onsider a ubi lattie Z
d
, of dimension d = 2, 3, and to eah site Zd we
assoiate a variable sx whih taking values in the set Ω = {0, 1, 2} speies one of
the possible three states of the system at eah lattie site. We say that the site x
is empty if sx = 0 and that is oupied by a partile of kind 1 or of kind 2 if sx = 1
or 2. The following Hamiltonian
H = −
∑
〈x,y〉
2∑
α=0
2∑
β=0
Eαβδ(sx, α)δ(sy, β) (2.1)
where 〈x, y〉 denote nearest neighbor pairs, δ is the usual Kroneker symbol, δ(s, s′) =
1 if s = s′ and δ(s, s′) = 0 otherwise, and Eαβ = Eβα are the oupling onstants,
is of the form of the Blume-Emery-Griths model [13℄ whih desribes a general
three state lattie system for the ase of nearest neighbour interations. We shall
assume here that
2E12 = E11 + E22 (2.2)
in order to ensure that partiles of kinds 1 and 2 ould be mixed arbitrarily without
any ost of energy. When these identities are not satised two new thermodynami
phases, either rih in partiles of kind 1 or in partiles of kind 2, may appear as
equilibrium states of the system.
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With the assumption of hypothesis (2.2) the general Hamiltonian (2.1) an be
redued to the form
H =
∑
〈x,y〉
[
J1
(
δ(sx, 1)δ(sy, 0) + δ(sx, 0)δ(sy, 1)
)
+J2
(
δ(sx, 2)δ(sy, 0) + δ(sx, 0)δ(sy, 2)
)]
(2.3)
that is, the ase in whih the oupling onstants satisfy E10 = E01 = −J1, E20 =
E02 = −J2 and Eαβ = 0 otherwise. Furthermore, we assume that J1 and J2 are
positive onstants.
In order to see this fat we onsider, as it is often onvenient, the reformulation
of the three state lattie system in the language of a magneti system of spin one.
To do so, we dene the spin variable σx at the x site via
δ(sx, 0) = 1− σ2x
δ(sx, 1) = σx(σx + 1)/2 (2.4)
δ(sx, 2) = σx(σx − 1)/2
so that σx = 0, 1,−1 orresponds to the presene at site x of the state 0, 1 or 2,
respetively. In terms of the spins, the general Hamiltonian (2.1) takes the form
H =
∑
〈x,y〉
J (σx − σy)2 −Kσ2xσ2y − C(σxσ2y + σ2xσy)
−
∑
x
(Aσx + Bσ2x) (2.5)
The pair interations of the system are given by
E11 + E22 − 2E12 = 8J
E11 + E00 − 2E01 = 2J +K + 2C (2.6)
E22 + E00 − 2E02 = 2J +K − 2C
The last two terms an be treated as hemial potentials, with
A = d(E01 − E02) and B = d(E01 + E02 − 2E00 − 2J ).
We see that our hypothesis (2.2) implies
J = 0 (2.7)
On the other hand, taking into aount that
2δ(σx, 1)δ(σy, 0) = σx(σx + 1)(1− σ2y) = σ2x + σx − σxσ2y − σ2xσ2y
2δ(σx,−1)δ(σy, 0) = σx(σx − 1)(1− σ2y) = σ2x − σx + σxσ2y − σ2xσ2y
we obtain Hamiltonian (2.3), plus hemial potential terms, with
2J1 = K + 2C, 2J2 = K − 2C (2.8)
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We notie that ondition (2.7) exludes the models disussed in the above men-
tioned refs. [9℄ [10℄. In ref. [10℄, Lebowitz and Gallavotti have onsidered the ases
2J = −K > 0, C = 0, also studied by Wheeler and Widom [9℄, and J > 0,
K = C = 0, usually known as the Blume-Capel model. They prove then the ap-
pearane at low temperatures of two phases, respetively reah in partiles of kind
1 or of kind 2. When the two phases oexist one has, as a onsequene of the
ondition C = 0, the equality between the two surfae tensions τ1|0 and τ2|0. These
models, therefore, would not be appropriate for the present study. The ase C 6= 0
(and J > 0) will be briey ommented in Setion 5.
Let us now return to the disussion of Hamiltonian (2.3). Fixed densities of the
three speies are introdued through the anonial Gibbs ensemble of ongurations
sΛ = {sx}x∈Λ in a nite box Λ ⊂ Zd, suh that∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 0) = N0,
∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 1) = N1 and
∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 2) = N2 (2.9)
Here N0, N1 and N2 are nonnegative integers satisfyingN0+N1+N2 = |Λ| where |Λ|
denotes the number of sites of Λ. The assoiated partition funtions with boundary
ondition b are given by
Zbc(Λ;N1, N2) =
∑
sΛ∈ΩΛ
e−βHΛ(sΛ)δ
(∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 1), N1
)
δ
(∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 2), N2
)
χbc(sΛ)
(2.10)
where HΛ(sΛ) is the Hamiltonian (2.3) with the sum over nearest neighbours pair
¤〈x, y〉 ⊂ Λ and χbc(sΛ) is a harateristi funtion standing for the boundary on-
dition b. We shall be interested in partiular to the following boundary onditions:
• the empty boundary ondition: χemp(sΛ) =
∏
x∈∂Λ δ(sx, 0)
• the mixture boundary ondition: χmixt(sΛ) =
∏
x∈∂Λ(1− δ(sx, 0))
• the free boundary ondition: χfr(sΛ) = 1
Hereafter, the boundary ∂Λ of the box Λ is the set of sites of Λ that have a nearest
neighbour in Λc = Zd \ Λ.
We dene the free energy per site orresponding to the above ensemble as a
funtion of the densities ρ1 and ρ2 of the partiles 1 and 2:
f(ρ1, ρ2) = lim
Λ↑Zd
− 1
β|Λ| lnZbc(Λ; [ρ1|Λ|], [ρ2|Λ|]) (2.11)
where [ · ] denotes the integer part and the thermodynami limit Λ ↑ Zd is taken in
the van Hoove sense [14℄.
We introdue also a grand anonial Gibbs ensemble, whih is onjugate to the
previous ensemble, and whose partition funtion, in the box Λ is given by
Ξbc(Λ;µ1, µ2) =
∑
sΛ∈ΩΛ
e−βHΛ(sΛ)+µ1
∑
x∈Λ δ(sx,1)+µ2
∑
x∈Λ δ(sx,2)
(2.12)
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where the real numbers µ1 and µ2 replae as thermodynami parameters the den-
sities ρ1 and ρ2. We dene the orresponding spei free energy, the pressure, as
the limit
p(µ1, µ2) = lim
Λ↑Zd
1
|Λ| ln Ξbc(Λ;µ1, µ2) (2.13)
The equivalene of the two above ensembles is expressed in the following
Theorem 1. Limits (2.11) and (2.13), whih dene the above free energies, ex-
ist. They are onvex funtions of their parameters and are related by the Legendre
transformations
p(µ1, µ2) = sup
ρ1,ρ2
[µ1ρ1 + µ2ρ2 − βf(ρ1, ρ2)] (2.14)
βf(ρ1, ρ2) = sup
µ1,µ2
[µ1ρ1 + µ2ρ2 − p(µ1, µ2)] (2.15)
Proof. We onsider two parallelepipedi boxes Λ′ and Λ′′ of both the same size and
paste them to form a parallelepipedi box Λ = Λ′∪Λ′′ in suh a way that Λ′∩Λ′′ = ∅
and eah site of some side of Λ′ is a nearest neighbour of a site of a side of Λ′′. It
is easy to see that the following sub-additivity property holds:
Z
emp
(Λ;N ′1 +N
′′
1 , N
′
2 +N
′′
2 ) ≥ Zemp(Λ′;N ′1, N ′2)Zemp(Λ′′;N ′′1 , N ′′2 )
The same property is shared by the partition funtion with mixt boundary ondi-
tions. Then the statements of the theorem follow from standard arguments in the
theory of the thermodynami limit [14℄. 
We next introdue the nite volume Gibbs measures (a speiation) assoiated
with the seond ensemble:
P
bc
Λ (sΛ) =
e−βH˜Λ(sΛ)χbc(sΛ)
Ξbc(Λ;µ1, µ2)
(2.16)
where
H˜Λ(sΛ) = HΛ(sΛ)− µ1
β
∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 1)− µ2
β
∑
x∈Λ
δ(sx, 2) (2.17)
They determine by the DobrushinLandfordRuelle equations the set of Gibbs
states Gβ(H˜) on Zd orresponding to the Hamiltonian H˜ at inverse temperature β
(see e.g. [15℄). If a Gibbs state P ∈ Gβ(H˜) happens to equal the limit limΛ↑Zd PbcΛ (·),
we shall all it the Gibbs state with boundary ondition bc.
In the zero temperature limit the Gibbs state with empty boundary ondition is
onentrated on the onguration with empty sites:
lim
β→∞
P
bc
Λ (empΛ) = 1 (2.18)
where empΛ is the onguration where all the sites of Λ are empty, and this limit
vanishes for any other onguration. Gibbs states at β =∞ will be alled ground
states.
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Let
RmixtΛ =
{
s ∈ ΩΛ : ∀x ∈ Λ, sx 6= 0
}
(2.19)
be the restrited ensemble of ongurations in Λ with non empty sites, and RmixtΛ (c),
0 ≤ c ≤ 1 the subset of ongurations ofRmixtΛ with exatly [c|Λ|] = N sites oupied
by a partile of the speie 1 (and |Λ|−[c|Λ|] sites oupied by a partile of the speie
2). The number of ongurations RmixtΛ (c) equals the binomial oeient
(|Λ|
N
)
.
With the mixture boundary onditions one has
lim
β→∞
P
mixt
Λ (sΛ) =
eµ1[c|Λ|]eµ2[(1−c)|Λ|]
(eµ1 + eµ2)|Λ|
for eah sΛ ∈ RmixtΛ (c) (2.20)
and
lim
β→∞
P
mixt
Λ (R
mixt
Λ (c)) =
(|Λ|
N
)
eµ1Neµ2(|Λ|−N)
(eµ1 + eµ2)|Λ|
(2.21)
while this limit vanishes for those sΛ 6∈ RmixtΛ (the denominator in (2.20) and (2.21)
is the sum
∑|Λ|
N=0 of the numerator of the R.H.S. of (2.21)). Notie that all ong-
urations sΛ ∈ RmixtΛ (c) have the same probability. Moreover, by Stirling's approxi-
mation one has for large |Λ| that ( |Λ|
[c|Λ|]
) ≈ [(1
c
)c ( 1
1−c
)1−c]|Λ|
, and the maximum of
eµ1c/(eµ1 + eµ2) is reahed for
c =
eµ1
eµ1 + eµ2
(2.22)
The priniple of maximal term gives that, for suh values, (2.21) tends to 1 in
the thermodynami limit. This means that the ground state with mixt boundary
onditions is onentrated on the restrited ensemble Rmixt(c) of ongurations of
non empty sites with onentration c of partiles 1 and onentration 1 − c of
partiles 2.
With free boundary onditions, one has
lim
β→∞
P
fr
Λ (empΛ) =
1
1 + (eµ1 + eµ2)|Λ|
(2.23)
lim
β→∞
P
fr
Λ (R
mixt
Λ (c)) =
( |Λ|
[c|Λ|]
)
eµ1|Λ|eµ2[(1−c)|Λ|]
1 + (eµ1 + eµ2)|Λ|
(2.24)
Thus, with the above onsiderations, we get that for eµ1+eµ2 = 1, the onguration
with empty sites oexists with the restrited ensemble Rmixt(c). The diagram of
ground states is shown in Figure 1.
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µ1
⊲
Rmixt(c)
empty
configuration
µ2△
Figure 1: The diagram of ground states.
In the next setion, we extend this analysis to low temperatures.
3. Coexistene between the mixture and the vapor
To extend the analysis of the previous setion to the Gibbs states at low tempera-
tures, we will express the partition funtions (2.12) with empty and mixt boundary
ondition in term of ontour models.
Let us rst introdue the notions of ontours by the following denitions.
Consider a onguration sΛ with empty sites on the boundary ∂Λ (sx = 0 for
all x ∈ ∂Λ). We dene the boundary B(sΛ) as the set of pairs {sx, sy} suh that
sx 6= 0 and sy = 0. To a nearest neighbour pair 〈x, y〉 let us assoiate
a): in dimension 2, the unit bond (dual bond) bxy that intersets the bond xy
in its middle and orthogonal to xy.
b): in dimension 3, the unit square (dual plaquette) pxy that intersets the
bond xy in its middle and orthogonal to xy.
Two pairs {sx, sy} and {sz, st} of B(sΛ) are said adjaent if one of the two onditions
is fullled
i): the dual bonds bxy and bzt (respetively the plaquettes pxy and pzt) are
onneted.
ii): x = z, sx = sz 6= 0, sy = st = 0, and the bond xy with endpoints x and y
is parallel to the bond with endpoints z and t.
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A subset B of B(sΛ) is alled onneted if the graph that joins all adjaent pairs
of B is onneted. It is alled ontour of the onguration sΛ if it is a maximal
onneted omponent of B(sΛ).
The boundary and the ontours of a onguration sΛ with oupied sites on the
boundary of Λ are dened in the same way.
A set Γ of pairs {sx, sy} suh that sx 6= 0 and sy = 0 is alled ontour if there
exists a onguration sΛ suh that Γ is a ontour of sΛ. We use Sα(Γ) to denote
the set of sites for whih sx = α. The set supp Γ = S0(Γ) ∪ S1(Γ) ∪ S2(Γ) is alled
support of the ontour Γ. We will also use S(Γ) = S1(Γ) ∪ S2(Γ) to denote the set
of oupied sites of the ontour, L1(Γ) (respetively L2(Γ)) to denote the number of
nearest neighbour pairs 〈x, y〉 suh that suh that sx = 1 and sy = 0 (respetively
sx = 2 and sy = 0) and L(Γ) = L1(Γ) + L2(Γ).
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 0 2 1 2 1 0 0
0 0 2 1 2 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 2 0 0
0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 2 1 2 1 0 0
0 0 1 2 1 2 1 2 0 1 2 1 2 0 0
0 0 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 2 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 2: A onguration with two ontours: the two retangles on the left belong to the same
ontour due to the ondition ii) of adjaeny.
Consider the onguration sΛ having Γ as unique ontour. The dierene Λ\S(Γ)
splits in omponents (set of sites for whih the graph that joins all nearest neighbour
pairs is onneted) with either all oupied sites or all empty sites. The omponent
that ontains ∂Λ, denoted ExtΛ Γ is alled exterior of the ontour. When sΛ has
empty sites (respetively oupied sites) on its boundary, Γ is alled empontour
(respetively mixt-ontour). The interior of the ontour is the set Int Γ = Λ \
(S(Γ) ∪ ExtΛ Γ). It is the union of the omponents of Intemp Γ with empty sites
with the omponents of Intmixt Γ with oupied sites. Finally V (Γ) = S(Γ)∪ Int Γ.
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Two ontours Γ1 and Γ2 are said ompatible their union is not onneted. They
are mutually ompatible external ontours if furthermore V (Γ1) ⊂ ExtΛ Γ2 and
V (Γ2) ⊂ ExtΛ Γ1.
With these denitions one gets the following expansions of the grand anonial
partition funtions
Ξ
emp
(Λ;µ1, µ2) =
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
ext
n∏
i=1
ω(Γi)Ξemp(Intemp Γi;µ1, µ2)Ξmixt(Intmixt Γi;µ1, µ2)
(3.1)
Ξ
mixt
(Λ, µ1, µ2) =
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
ext
(eµ1 + eµ2)|Λ\∪
n
i=1V (Γi)|
×
n∏
i=1
ω(Γi)Ξemp(Intemp Γi;µ1, µ2)Ξmixt(Intmixt Γi;µ1, µ2) (3.2)
where the rst sum is over families of mutually external empontours, the seond
sum is over families of mutually external mixtontours, and
ω(Γ) = e−βJ1L1(Γ)−βJ2L2(Γ)+µ1|S1(Γ)|+µ2|S2(Γ)| (3.3)
We put
g
emp
= 0, g
mixt
= ln(eµ1 + eµ2), gmax = max{gemp, gmixt} (3.4)
We divide in (3.1) eah Ξ
mixt
by Ξ
emp
and multiply it bak again in the form
(3.1). Continuing this proess, and doing an equivalent proedure with (3.2), these
relations lead to the following expansion for the partition funtions with boundary
ondition q = emp or q = mixt .
Ξq(Λ;µ1, µ2) = e
gq|Λ|
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
omp
n∏
i=1
zq(Γi) (3.5)
where the sum is now over families of ompatible qontours and the ativities zq(Γ)
of ontours are given by
zq(Γ) = ω(Γ)e
−gq|S(Γ)|Ξm(Intm Γ;µ1, µ2)
Ξq(Intq Γ;µ1, µ2)
(3.6)
where m 6= q.
The (generalized) Peierls estimates
ω(Γ)e−gmax|S(Γ)| ≤ e−βJL(Γ) (3.7)
where J = min{J1, J2}, allow us to have a good ontrol of the behavior of our
system at low enough temperatures using Pirogov-Sinai theory [16℄. Choosing the
Zahradnik's formulation of that theory [17℄, we introdue to state our results, the
following
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Denition 1. For q = emp and q = mixt we dene the trunated ativity
z′q(Γ) =
{
zq(Γ) if zq(Γ) ≤ e−αL(Γ)
e−αL(Γ) otherwise
where α is some positive parameter to be hosen later (see Theorem 2)
Denition 2. The qontour Γ is alled stable if
zq(Γ) ≤ e−αL(Γ) (3.8)
i.e. if zq(Γ) = z
′
q(Γ).
We dene the trunated partition funtion Ξ′q(Λ) as the partition funtion ob-
tained from (3.5) by leaving out unstable ontours, namely
Ξ′q(Λ;µ1, µ2) = e
gq|Λ|
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
omp
n∏
i=1
z′q(Γi) (3.9)
Here the sum goes over ompatible families of stable qontours. Let
pq(µ1, µ2) = lim
Λ↑Zd
1
|Λ| ln Ξ
′
q(Λ;µ1, µ2) (3.10)
be the meta-stable pressure assoiated with the trunated partition funtion
Ξ′q(Λ;µ1, µ2).
For α large enough the thermodynami limit (3.10) an be ontrolled by a on-
vergent luster expansion.
Namely, to exponentiate the trunated partition funtion, we introdue multi-
indexes X as funtions from the set of ontours into the set of non negative in-
tegers (see [18℄,[19℄). We let supp X = ∪Γ:X(Γ)≥1supp Γ and dene the trunated
funtional
Φq(X) =
a(X)∏
ΓX(Γ)!
∏
Γ
zq(Γ)
X(Γ)
(3.11)
where the fator a(X) is a ombinatori fator dened in terms of the onnetivity
properties of the graph G(X) with verties orresponding to Γ with X(Γ) ≥ 1
(there areX(Γ) verties for eah suh Γ) that are onneted by an edge whenever the
orresponding ontours are inompatible). Namely, a(X) = 0 and hene Φq(X) = 0
unless G(X) is a onneted graph in whih ase X is alled a luster and
a(X) =
∑
G⊂G(X)
(−1)|e(G)| (3.12)
Here the sum goes over onneted subgraphs G whose verties oinide with the
verties of G(X) and |e(G)| is the number of edges of the graph G. If the luster
X ontains only one ontour, then a(X) = 1.
Note that the number of ontours Γ with |S(Γ)| = s, L(Γ) = n, whose support
ontains a given site an be bounded by 2sνnd where ν2 = 4 and ν3 = 14
2
.
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As a result of standard luster expansion we get that for κe−α < 1 where κ =
2νdκl and κl ≡
√
5+3
2
e
2√
5+1
is the luster onstant [20℄:
ln Ξ′q(Λ;µ1, µ2) = gq|Λ|+
∑
X:suppX⊂Λ
Φq(X) (3.13)
= gq|Λ|+ |Λ|
∑
X:suppX∋x
Φq(X)
|supp X| + σ(Λ | Φq) (3.14)
where
σ(Λ | Φq) = −
∑
X:suppX∩Λc 6=∅
|suppX ∩ Λ|
|supp X| Φq(X) (3.15)
In addition (see Setion 6):∑
X:suppX∋x
|Φq(X)| ≤ κe−α (3.16)
|σ(Λ | Φq)| ≤ κe−α |∂Λ| (3.17)
giving
pq(µ1, µ2) = gq +
∑
X:supp X∋x
Φq(X)
|supp X| (3.18)
The following theorem shows that the low temperature phase diagram of the
model is a small perturbation of the diagram of ground states (see Figure 3).
Theorem 2. Assume β is large enough so that e−βJ+5 = e−α < 1
2(d+1)κ
, then there
exists a oexistene line ln(eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2) = O(e−2dβJ) on whih all mixtontours and
all empontours are stable and suh that:
Ξq(Λ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) = Ξ
′
q(Λ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) (3.19)
for both boundary onditions q = mixt and q = emp, and the pressure is given by
p(µ∗1, µ
∗
2) = pmixt(µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) = pemp(µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) (3.20)
For any t > 0
Ξmixt(Λ;µ
∗
1 + t, µ
∗
2 + t) = Ξ
′
mixt(Λ;µ
∗
1 + t, µ
∗
2 + t), (3.21)
p(µ∗1 + t, µ
∗
2 + t) = pmixt(µ
∗
1 + t, µ
∗
2 + t) > pemp(µ
∗
1 + t, µ
∗
2 + t)
and
Ξemp(Λ;µ
∗
1 − t, µ∗2 − t) = Ξ′emp(Λ, ;µ∗1 − t, µ∗2 − t), (3.22)
p(µ∗1 − t, µ∗2 − t) = pemp(µ∗1 − t, µ∗2 − t) > pmixt(µ∗1 − t, µ∗2 − t)
The proof is postponed to Setion 6.
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µ1
⊲
mixture
vapor
µ2△
Figure 3: Phase diagram at low temperature.
Whenever a luster X ontains only one ontour Γ (X(Γ) = 1 and X(Γ′) = 0 for
Γ′ 6= Γ) one has Φq(X) = zq(Γ). From this property we get that the metastable
pressures read:
p
mixt
(µ1, µ2) = ln(e
µ1 + eµ2) +
(eµ1−βJ1 + eµ2−βJ2)2d
(eµ1 + eµ2)2d+1
+O
(
e−(2d+1)βJ
)
(3.23)
p
emp
(µ1, µ2) = e
µ1−2dβJ1 + eµ2−2dβJ2 +O
(
e−(2d+1)βJ
)
(3.24)
Equalizing (3.23) with (3.24) gives the rst term of the equation for the oexistene
line stated in Theorem 2.
Let us introdue the innite volume expetation 〈 · 〉b(µ1, µ2) assoiated to the
Gibbs measure (2.16):
〈 · 〉b(µ1, µ2) = lim
Λ↑Zd
∑
sΛ∈ΩΛ
·PbΛ (sΛ) (3.25)
As a onsequene of the luster expansion we have for any t ≥ 0:
〈δ(sx, 1) + δ(sx, 2)〉mixt(µ∗1 + t, µ∗2 + t) = 〈1− δ(sx, 0)〉mixt(µ∗1 + t, µ∗2 + t)
≥ 1− O(e−2dβJ) (3.26)
〈δ(sx, 1) + δ(sx, 2)〉emp(µ∗1 − t, µ∗2 − t) = 〈1− δ(sx, 0)〉emp(µ∗1 − t, µ∗2 − t)
≤ O(e−2dβJ) (3.27)
This shows that the model exhibits at low temperature a rst order phase transition
at the oexistene line where the pressure is disontinuous.
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Let, ci =
∂p
mixt
(µ1,µ2)
∂µi
|µ1=µ∗1 ,µ2=µ∗2 , i = 1, 2 be the density of the partile i in the
mixture regime, on the oexistene line, and let
di =
∂
∂µi
∑
X:supp X∋x
Φ
mixt
(X)
|supp X|
∣∣∣∣
µ1=µ∗1 ,µ2=µ
∗
2
= 2deµ
∗
i−βJi (e
µ∗1−βJ1 + eµ
∗
2−βJ2)2d−1
(eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2)2d+1
−(2d+ 1)eµ∗i (e
µ∗1−βJ1 + eµ
∗
2−βJ2)2d
(eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2)2d+2
+O
(
e−(2d+1)βJ
)
for i = 1, 2. One has
ci =
eµ
∗
i
eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2
+di =
eµ
∗
i
eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2
(1+(eµ
∗
1+eµ
∗
2)di) =
eµ
∗
i
eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2
(
1+O
(
e−2dβJ
))
(3.28)
4. Surfae tensions
To introdue the surfae tension between the mixture and the vapor, we onsider
the parallelepipedi box:
V = VL,M =
{
(x1, .., xd) ∈ Zd : |xi| ≤ L, i = 1, ..., d− 1;−M ≤ xd ≤ M − 1
}
Let ∂+V (respetively ∂−V ) be the set of sites of ∂V with xd ≥ 0 (respetively
xd < 0). We introdue the boundary ondition
χmixt,emp(sV ) =
∏
x∈∂−V
(1− δ(sx, 0))
∏
x∈∂+V
δ(sx, 0)
This boundary ondition enfores the existene of an interfae (see below for its
preise denition) between the mixture and the vapor. The interfaial tension
between the mixture and the vapor is dened by the limit
τ
mixt,emp = lim
L→∞
lim
M→∞
F (V )
(2L+ 1)d−1
(4.1)
where
F (V ) = − 1
β
ln
Ξ
mixt,emp(V ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2)
(Ξ
mixt
(V ;µ∗1, µ
∗
2)Ξemp(V ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2))
1/2
(4.2)
This denition is justied by notiing that in this expression the volume terms
proportional to the free energy of the oexisting phases, as well as the terms orre-
sponding to the boundary eets, anel and only the term that takes into aount
the free energy of the interfae is left.
To give a preise desription of interfaes, we let L+ denotes the semi innite
lattie with xd ≥ 0 and let L− = Zd \ L+ denotes its omplement. Consider then a
onguration s ∈ ΩZd , with empty sites on ∂+V and on L+ \ V and with oupied
sites on a ∂−V and on L− \ V . The boundary B(s) (set of pairs {sx, sy} suh that
sx 6= 0 and sy = 0) of suh onguration neessarily ontains an innite omponent
I∞ whose support outside the box V is the set of n.n. pairs between L+ and L−.
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We all interfae I the part of I∞ whose support lies inside the box V : I∞ \ I, is
alled extension of I. As it was done for ontours, we use Sα(I) to denote the set of
sites for whih sx = α. The set supp I = S0(I) ∪ S1(I) ∪ S2(I) is alled support of
the interfae I. We will also use S(I) = S1(I)∪S2(I) to denote the set of oupied
sites of the interfae, L1(I) (respetively L2(I)) to denote the number of nearest
neighbour pairs 〈x, y〉 suh that suh that sx = 1 and sy = 0 (respetively sx = 2
and sy = 0) and L(I) = L1(I) + L2(I).
2 1 2 2 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2
2 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 1
1 2 0 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 2 1 1 1
2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 2 1 2
2 2 1 1 2 1 0 2 2 2 1 1 1 1
1 2 1 2 2 1 0 2 2 2 2 1 2 1
0 0 0 1 2 2 0 1 2 1 2 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 2 1 1 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 4: Interfae of a onguration with the mixt, emp boundary ondition.
The set V \ S(I) splits into a part D below the interfae and a part U above
the interfae: if one onsider the onguration whose boundary ontains only the
interfae I, D is the subset of V \ S(I) with oupied sites and U is the subset of
V \ S(I) with empty sites.
Then, the partition funtion, with mixed boundary onditions, an be expanded
over interfaes as follows
Ξ
mixt,emp(V ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) =
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)Ξ
mixt
(D;µ∗1, µ
∗
2)Ξemp(U ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) (4.3)
where
ω(I) = e−βJ1L1(I)−βJ2L2(I)+µ
∗
1 |S1(I)|+µ∗2|S2(I)|
(4.4)
Therefore,
e−βF (V ) =
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)
Ξ
mixt
(D;µ∗1, µ
∗
2)Ξemp(U ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2)
(Ξ
mixt
(V ;µ∗1, µ
∗
2)Ξemp(V ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2))
1/2
(4.5)
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Sine Ξq(Λ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) = Ξ
′
q(Λ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) for both empty and mixt boundary onditions,
we get by (3.14 ) and (3.18)
Ξp(Λ;µ
∗
1, µ
∗
2) = exp {pq|Λ|+ σ(Λ | Φq)}
Applying this formula to the various partition funtions of (4.5), and taking into
aount equations (3.20), we get:
e−βF (V ) =
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1 ,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|+σ(D|Φmixt)+σ(U |Φemp)− 12σ(V |Φmixt)− 12σ(V |Φemp)
(4.6)
Let V c+ = (Z
d \ V ) ∩ L+ and V c− = (Zd \ V ) ∩ L−. We then apply the formula
(3.15) to the four last terms of the exponent of the RHS of (4.6) and rewrite the
dierent ontributions aording to appropriated and natural deompositions of the
sets over whih the sums take plae and olleting analogous terms. Before applying
this formula it is onvenient rst to sum over the lusters with same support. Thus
we let
Φ˜
mixt
(C) =
∑
X:supp X=C
Φ
mixt
(X)
Φ˜
emp
(C) =
∑
X:supp X=C
Φ
emp
(X)
We then get
e−βF (V ) = e−KV
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|A(I)BV (I) (4.7)
where
KV =
1
2
∑
C:C∩V c+ 6=∅
C∩V c−6=∅
Φ˜
mixt
(C)
|C ∩ V |
|C| +
1
2
∑
C:C∩V c+ 6=∅
C∩V c−6=∅
Φ˜
emp
(C)
|C ∩ V |
|C| (4.8)
A(I) =
∏
C:C∩S(I)6=∅
e−Φ˜mixt(C)
|C∩D|
|C|
∏
C:C∩S(I)6=∅
e−Φ˜emp(C)
|C∩U|
|C|
(4.9)
and
BV (I) =
∏
C:C∩S(I) 6=∅
C∩V c−6=∅
eΦ˜mixt(C)
|C∩D|
|C|
∏
C:C∩V c− 6=∅
eΦ˜mixt(C)
|C∩(V \D)|
|C|
∏
C:C∩S(I) 6=∅
C∩V c+ 6=∅
eΦ˜emp(C)
|C∩U|
|C|
∏
C:C∩V c+ 6=∅
eΦ˜emp(C)
|C∩(V \U)|
|C|
(4.10)
In these formula, it is understood that the arguments C of Φ˜
mixt
and Φ˜
emp
are
respetively supports of lusters of mixtontours and lusters of empontours.
These funtionals satisfy the bound:
|Φ˜(C)| ≤ L(C)(κe−α)L(C) (4.11)
where L(C) is the number of n.n. pairs of C (see Setion 6).
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This property allows us to prove that the limit of F (V ) whenM →∞ exists, and
that, if we denote by V the innite ylinder limM→∞ VL,M , then one gets atually
limM→∞ F (V )
= F (V ) with F (V ) dened as in (4.7)(4.10).
The surfae tension then reads
τ
mixt,emp = lim
L→∞
F (V )
(2L+ 1)d−1
(4.12)
Clearly the term KV /β(2L + 1)
d−1
tends to 0 in the limit L → ∞. Let us
introdue the modied free energy
e−βF
′(V ) =
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|A(I) (4.13)
As a onsequene of the analysis of Setion 7 we shall see that the free energy
F ′(V ) diers from F (V ) only by a term proportional to Ld−2, thus showing that
the surfae tension is also given by (4.12) with F (V ) replaed by F ′(V ). To simplify
notations, we shall only onsider this last free energy.
In the Solid-On-Solid (SOS) approximation, that we will also onsider, the surfae
tension reads
τSOS
mixt,emp = lim
L→∞
F SOS(V )
(2L+ 1)d−1
(4.14)
where
F SOS(V ) = − 1
β
ln
∑
ISOS:supp I⊂V
ω(I)(eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2)−|S(I)|
where the SOS interfaes belonging to ISOS have no overhangs. This means that
the set of dual bonds (in 2dimensions) or dual plaquettes (in 3dimensions) of
suh interfae orresponds to the graph of a funtion. This approximation may be
obtained by adding to the Hamiltonian (2.3) the anisotropi interation∑
vert
〈x,y〉
J ′ [δ(sx, 0)(1− δ(sy, 0)) + (1− δ(sx, 0))δ(sy, 0)]
where the sum
∑
vert
is over vertial bonds, and then taking, with an appropriated
normalization, the limit J ′ → ∞. The oexistene line in that approximation
oinides with the ground states oexistene line, eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2 = 1, so that:
e−βF
SOS(V ) =
∑
ISOS:supp I⊂V
ω(I) (4.15)
Let us now dene the surfae tensions between eah speies of the mixture and
the vapor. As mentioned in the introdution, whenever either the partiles 1 or the
partiles 2 are not allowed the system redues to the usual Ising model in its lattie
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gas version. Thus, we introdue the ongurations nV ∈ {0, 1}V of the lattie gas
and the following partition funtions
Qα(V ) =
∑
nV ∈{0,1}V
exp
βJα ∑〈x,y〉⊂V [nx(1− ny) + (1− nx)ny]
 ∏
x∈∂V
nx
Qα,0(V ) =
∑
nV ∈{0,1}V
exp
βJα ∑〈x,y〉⊂V [nx(1− ny) + (1− nx)ny]

×
∏
x∈∂−V
(1− nx)
∏
x∈∂+V
nx
for α = 1 and α = 2.
The interfaial tension between the speies α = 1, 2, and the vapor is the limit
([18, 21℄)
τα,0 = lim
L→∞
lim
M→∞
Fα(V )
(2L+ 1)d−1
where
Fα(V ) = − 1
β
ln
Qα,0(V )
Qα(V )
It is well known that the ratio Qα,0(V )/Qα(V ) an be expressed as a sum over
interfaes whih in this ase are onneted set of bonds or plaquettes of the dual
lattie [11, 12℄. Extrating the energy of the at interfae, the system an be written
as a gas of exitations leading to
Fα(V ) = Jα(2L+ 1)
d−1 + F exα (V )
In two dimensions, F exα is the free energy of the gas of jumps of the Gallavotti's
line [11℄. In three dimensions, F exα is the free energy of the gas of walls of the
Dobrushin's interfae [12℄. In both ases these free energies an be analyzed by
luster expansion tehniques at low temperatures. Namely, the spei free energies
Fα = limL→∞ F extα (V )/(2L+1)d−1 exist and are given by onvergent expansions in
term of the ativities e−βJα, giving
βτα,0 = βJα + βFα (4.16)
In addition
− βFα = 2e−βJα +O(e−2βJα) for d = 2 (4.17)
−βFα = 2e−4βJα +O(e−6βJα) for d = 3 (4.18)
We refer the reader also to [22℄, [23℄, [24℄ and referenes therein for the study
of these expansions. Furthermore, in two dimensions the surfae tension dened
above is known to oinide with the one omputed by Onsager [18℄. We thus have
an exat expression for τα,0, and for Fα:
βFα = ln tanh(βJα/2) (4.19)
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for βJα larger than the ritial value ln(1 +
√
2).
Similar results hold in the orresponding SOS approximation (see [25℄ for the
three 3dimensional ase). We will use τSOSα,emp and FSOSα the surfae tensions and
free energies in this approximation. In two dimensions FSOSα is also exatly known
[26℄ and also given by (4.19), but for all temperatures:
βFSOSα = ln tanh(βJα/2) (4.20)
for β ≥ 0.
5. Main Results
In this setion we will give a relationship between the surfae tensions introdued
in the previous setion.
The leading term of the free energy F ′(V ) orresponds to at interfaes without
any deoration. They are those interfaes, for whih the set of n.n. x, y suh that
x is empty and y is oupied rosses the plane xd = −1/2, and suh that A(I) = 1.
Let I
at
be the set of at interfaes and N = (2L+ 1)d−1. We have
e−βFat(V ) ≡
∑
I:supp I⊂V
I∈I
at
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|
=
N∑
n=0
(
N
n
)
e(µ
∗
1−βJ1)ne(µ
∗
1−βJ2)(N−n)e−p(µ
∗
1 ,µ
∗
2)N
= (c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2)N
where
c∗1 = e
µ∗1−p(µ∗1 ,µ∗2), c∗2 = e
µ∗2−p(µ∗1,µ∗2)
(5.1)
We will show in Setion 7 that the dierene F ′(V )− F
at
(V ) an be expressed
as a free energy of a gas of exitations alled aggregates. It will then turns out that
the limit
F = lim
L→∞
F ′(V )− F
at
(V )
N
(5.2)
exists and is given by a onvergent expansion at low temperatures, see (7.17).
Theorem 3. Assume β is large enough so that 8e(e − 1)κ2e−βJ+5 < 1, then the
interfaial tensions τmixt,emp, τ1,0 and τ2,0 satisfy the equation:
e−β(τmixt,emp−F) = c∗1e
−β(τ1,0−F1) + c∗2e
−β(τ2,0−F2)
(5.3)
where
c∗i = e
µ∗i−p(µ∗1,µ∗2)
(5.4)
F is the onvergent series dened by (7.17):
−βF = c
∗
1e
−5βJ1 + c∗2e
−5βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2 +
(c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2)4
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)4
+O(e−5βJ) (5.5)
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in dimension d = 3 and
−βF = 2c
∗
1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2 +O(e
−2βJ) (5.6)
in dimension d = 2, and the onvergent series Fα satises (4.17)(4.18) and (4.19).
The proof is postponed to Setion 7.
Some remarks and omments are in order.
The densities ci are easily related to the c
∗
i through the relation (see (3.23),
(3.28)):
c∗i = ci
(eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2)e−pmixt(µ
∗
1 ,µ
∗
2)
1 + (eµ
∗
1 + eµ
∗
2)di
(5.7)
= ci
[
1− (c1e−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2)2d − 2dcie−βJi(c1e−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2)2d−1
− 2(d+ 1)ci
(
c1e
−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2
)2d
+O
(
e−(2d+1)βJ
)]
(5.8)
In the SOS approximation, as mentioned in the previous setion, the oexistene
line is given by eµ
∗
1 +eµ
∗
1 = 1 and the densities of eah speies in the mixture regime
on this line are c1 = e
µ∗1
and c2 = e
µ∗2
. We have
e−βF
SOS
at
(V ) ≡
∑
I:supp I⊂V
I∈I
at
ω(I) = (c1e
−βJ1 + c2e−βJ2)N
and the equation between the surfae tensions reads
e−β(τ
SOS
mixt,emp−FSOS) = c1e−β(τ
SOS
1,0 −FSOS1 ) + c2e−β(τ
SOS
2,0 −FSOS2 )
(5.9)
Here FSOS = limL→∞ F
SOS(V )−F SOS
at
(V )
N
: it an be expressed as the series given by
(7.17), but with trunated funtional orresponding to the ativities
zSOS(W ) = e−βJ1L1(W )−βJ2L2(W )+µ
∗
1|S1(W )|+µ∗2|S2(W )|
and satisfy also relations (5.5) and (5.6) with c∗i replaed by ci.
To nd an exat solution for FSOS in two dimensions seems to be an interesting
problem. Atually, this would give an exat equation for the surfae tensions not
restrited to low temperatures [27℄.
The method developed here an be extended naturally to nite range intera-
tions. As an example, we an onsider the Hamiltonian (2.3) with the sum over
nearest neighbours and next nearest neighbours. In that ase we found that the
orresponding surfae tensions satisfy, in two dimensions and at low enough tem-
peratures, the equation
e−β(τmixt,emp−F) = c∗1e
−3βJ1 + c∗2e
−3βJ2
= c∗1e
−β(τ1,0−F1) + c∗2e
−β(τ2,0−F2)
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where
−βF1 = 2e−βJ1 +O(e−2βJ1), −βF2 = 2e−βJ2 +O(e−2βJ2)
and
−βF = c
∗3
1 e
−7βJ1 + c∗21 c
∗
2(e
−6βJ1−J2 + e−5J1−2J2 + e−4J1−3J2)
(c∗1e−3βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−3βJ1)2
+
c∗1c
∗2
2 (e
−3βJ1−4J2 + e−2J1−5J2 + e−J1−7J2) + c∗32 e
−7βJ2
(c∗1e−3βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−3βJ1)2
+O(e−2βJ)
with c∗i = ci
(
1 +O(e−8βJ)
)
.
When the hypothesis (2.2) or (2.7) on the model dened by Hamiltonian (2.1) or
(2.5) is not satised, with J > 0, there are, at low temperatures, two phases rih
in partiles of speies 1 or of speies 2 as been proved in [10℄ for C = 0. This an
be also shown for C 6= 0 provided that the three quantities in equations (2.6) are
positive. Indeed the Hamiltonian (2.1) and (2.5) an be redued, up to hemial
potential terms, to the form
H =
∑
〈x,y〉
[
J1
(
δ(sx, 1)δ(sy, 0) + δ(sx, 0)δ(sy, 1)
)
+J2
(
δ(sx, 2)δ(sy, 0) + δ(sx, 0)δ(sy, 2)
)]
+
J
4
(
δ(sx, 1)δ(sy, 2) + δ(sx, 2)δ(sy, 1)
)]
(5.10)
where J1 = 2J +K+2C, J1 = 2J +K− 2C, and J are positive onstants. In this
situation and with xed onentration of the speies either we are in one of these
two pure phases that oexist with the gaseous phase or in the oexistene of the
three phases. In the later ase, there will be segregation between the three phases
and one will observe only the three kinds of interfaes between these phases. One
annot truly speak in this approah about a real surfae tension of a mixture.
Let us stress that from our equations (5.3) and (5.9), we get obviously the
Guggeinheim relation (1.1) by negleting the terms exponentially small with the
inverse temperature, i.e. F ,F1, and F2. This shows that this relation provides a
good approximation at very low temperatures.
To see the quantitative dierene between the above equations, let us onsider a
onrete example. Note that when we take only into aount the (exponentially)
smallest order orretions in our equations, they reads (in dimension 3):
τmixt,emp = −kT
a2
ln
[
c1e
− a
2τ1,0
kT
−2e−
4a2τ1,0
kT + (1− c1)e−
a2τ2,0
kT
−2e−
4a2τ2,0
kT
]
(5.11)
+ kT
c1e
− 5a
2τ1,0
kT + (1− c1)e−
5a2τ2,0
kT
c1e
− a
2τ1,0
kT + (1− c1)e−
a2τ2,0
kT
+ kT
c1e− 2a2τ1,0kT + (1− c1)e− 2a2τ2,0kT
c1e
− a
2τ1,0
kT + (1− c1)e−
a2τ2,0
kT
4
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where a is the lattie spaing and k the Boltzman onstant, while for the Guggen-
heim relation, one has
τGuggmixt,emp = −
kT
a2
ln
[
c1e
− a
2τ1,0
kT + (1− c1)e−
a2τ2,0
kT
]
(5.12)
Note also that the simplest form of equations (1.2) and (1.3) reads
τ(1,2)|0 = c1τ1,0 + (1− c1)τ2,0 (5.13)
Figure 5 shows that there is atually a quantitative dierene between the equations
(5.11) and (5.12). We have hosen a mixture of water and hexane, i.e. τ1,0 =
0.0724N/m, τ2,0 = 0.01978N/m, a = 3
◦
A, the size of a water moleule, and the
temperature T = 300K.
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Figure 5: Plot of the surfae tension given by (5.11) (solid urve) as funtion of the onentration
c1. The dotted urve orresponds to formula (5.12) and the dotted line to formula (5.13).
Finally, notie that when the oupling onstants J1 and J2 (or equivalently the
surfae tensions τ1,0 and τ2,0) dier appreiably, we get assuming J1 < J2, and
negleting in equations ( 5.11) and ( 5.12) the terms exponentially small with respet
to the inverse temperature:
τ
mixt,emp
τ1,0
= 1− 1
βJ1
ln(1− c∗2) (5.14)
to be ompared with Szyzkowsky's equation (1.4).
6. Proof of Theorem 2
Let us rst give the proof of relations (3.13)(3.17).
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Let µ(Γ) = (aνeλ)−L(Γ) , with ν = 2νd, a > 1, and λ > 0, then∑
Γ≁Γ0
µ(Γ) ≤ L(Γ0)
∞∑
n=1
e−λna−n ≤ e
−λ
a− 1L(Γ0) (6.1)
where the sum runs over ontours Γ inompatible with a given ontour Γ0.
The ondition νe−(α−λ)ae
1
a−1 ≤ 1 atually ensures that the onvergene ondition∣∣z′q(Γ0)∣∣ ≤ (eµ(Γ0) − 1) exp
[
−
∑
Γ≁Γ0
µ(Γ)
]
(6.2)
of [19℄ is fullled. We then hoose a =
√
5+3
2
(that minimizes ae
1
a−1
) getting by [19℄
for κ ≤ e(α−λ) the equality (3.13) and∑
X:X(Γ)≥1
|Φq(X)| ≤ µ(Γ) (6.3)
The invariane of the Φq under translations leads to (3.14). On the other hand the
last inequality gives∑
X:suppX∋x
|Φq(X)| ≤
∑
Γ:supp Γ∋x
∑
X:X(Γ)≥1
|Φq(X)| (6.4)
≤
∑
Γ:supp Γ∋x
µ(Γ) ≤ e
−λ
a0 − 1 ≤ κe
−α
(6.5)
by hoosing e−λ = κe−α and taking into aount that a0 − 1 ≥ 1; here the rst
sum is over all multi-indexes X whose support ontains a given point x. This
implies (3.16) and also (3.17) sine |σ(Λ | Φq)| ≤ |∂Λ|
∑
X:supp X∋x |Φq(X)|. Note
furthermore that one easily gets the bound (4.11) from relations (6.1) and (6.3)
We shall also gives a bound needed below. Dene the diameter of a ontour Γ as
diam Γ = maxx,y∈X(Γ) d(x, y) where d(x, y) is the distane between the site x and
y. Then ∑
X:suppX∋x
diam supp X≥A
|Φq(X)| ≤
∑
Γ:S(Γ)∋x
diam Γ≥A
µ(Γ) ≤
∞∑
n≥A
e−λna−n ≤ (κe−α)A (6.6)
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2. We put hq = −pq and
aq = hq −min
m
hm (6.7)
The boundary ondition q is alled stable if aq = 0. Our rst step is to show that
if the boundary ondition q is stable then all qontours are stable implying that
Ξ′q(Λ;µ1, µ2) oinides with Ξq(Λ;µ1, µ2).
We notie that when aq ≤ 1, then the ondition
Ξm(Intm Γ;µ1, µ2)
Ξq(Intm Γ;µ0, µ1)
≤ e2|∂Intm Γ| (6.8)
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with m 6= q for a qontour Γ ensures that this ontour is stable, provided
e−α ≡ e−βJ+5 < 1
κ
Indeed by (3.16) gmax − gq is bounded by aq + 2κe−α. Sine |∂Intm Γ| ≤ |L(Γ)|
we get taking into aount the Peierls estimate (3.7):
zq(Γ) = ω(Γ)e
−gmax|S(Γ)|e(gmax−gq)|S(Γ)|
Ξm(Intmixt Γ;µ1, µ2)
Ξq(Intmixt Γ;µ1, µ2)
≤ e−(βJ−5)L(Γ)
For a volume Λ, we use diamΛ = maxx,y∈Λ d(x, y) to denote its diameter The
following proposition show that all qontours are stable whenever aq = 0.
Proposition 1. Assume β is large enough so that e−βJ+5 = e−α < 1
(2d+1)κ
, then
(i): if amdiamΛ ≤ 1, and aq = 0, then
Ξm(Λ;µ1, µ2)
Ξq(Λ;µ1, µ2)
≤ eam|Λ|+2κe−α|∂Λ| (6.9)
(ii): if aq = 0, then
Ξm(Λ;µ1, µ2)
Ξq(Λ;µ1, µ2)
≤ e3κe−α|∂Λ| (6.10)
(iii): if amdiamΛ ≤ 1, then
Ξm˜(Λ;µ1, µ2)
Ξm(Λ;µ1, µ2)
≤ e(1+5κe−α)|∂Λ| (6.11)
The proof is analog to that of Theorem 3.1 in [28℄ using our previous estimates.
We give it below for the reader's onveniene.
We rst introdue the notion of small and large ontours. We say that a m
ontour Γ is small if amdiamΓ ≤ 1; it is large if amdiamΓ > 1. We also dene
the partition funtion Ξsmallq (Λ) whih is obtained from Ξ
′
q(Λ) by replaing the sum
over stable ontours in (3.9) by a sum over small ontours. If we sum instead, only
over ontours whih are at the same time small and stable, we denote the resulting
partition funtion Ξ′smallq (Λ). Finally we will use the shorthand notation Ξm(Λ) for
Ξm(Λ;µ1, µ2).
We will show the three items of the proposition indutively on diamΛ.
Thus we assume that (i), (ii), and (iii) have already been proved for all volumes
with diamΛ < k.
Proof of (i) for diamΛ = k
For any ontour Γ in Λ, and any m˜, we have diam Intm˜ Γ ≤ k − 1. We an use
the indutive assumptions (ii) and (iii) that all qontours and all montours are
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stable. Therefore
Ξq(Λ)
Ξm(Λ)
=
Ξ′q(Λ)
Ξ′m(Λ)
(6.12)
Using the onvergene of luster expansion (3.16) and denition (6.7), one imme-
diately gets (i).
Proof of (ii) for diam Λ = k
To ontrol the ratio Ξm(Λ)/Ξq(Λ), we shall rewrite the partition funtion Ξm(Λ)
using relation (3.1,3.2). Consider for a set of ompatiblemontours in Λ, the family
{Γ1, . . . ,Γn}large
ext
of its mutually external large m-ontours. The others ontours are
small montours in Ext ≡ Λ \ ∪iV (Γi) or any m-ontour in Ext ≡ ∪iExtΓi.
Therefore
Ξm(Λ) =
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}large
ext
Ξsmallm (Ext)
n∏
i=1
ω(Γi)Ξm(IntΓi) (6.13)
Dividing and multiplying by
∏n
i=1 e
gmax|S(Γi)|Ξq(IntΓi) = Ξq(Int)
∏n
i=1 e
gq|S(Γi)|
, we
get
Ξm(Λ)
Ξq(Λ)
=
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}large
ext
Ξsmallm (Ext)Ξq(Int)
Ξq(Λ)
n∏
i=1
egq|S(Γi)|ω(Γi)e−gmaxS(Γi)|
Ξm(IntΓi)
Ξq(IntΓi)
(6.14)
Note that all qontours in Λ and all small montours in Λ are stable by the
indutive assumptions (i) and (iii) respetively. Therefore the various partition
funtions in the rst fator of the right-hand side of (6.14) are equal to the or-
responding trunated partition funtions, whih an be ontrolled by onvergent
luster expansion. We get by (3.16)
Ξsmallm (Ext)Ξq(Int)
Ξq(Λ)
n∏
i=1
egq|S(Γi)| ≤ e−hsmallm |Ext|+hq|Λ\Int|
n∏
i=1
egq|S(Γi)|
×eκe−α(|∂Λ|+|∂Int|+|∂Ext|)
where hsmallm is the free energy obtained from Ξ
small
m . Using the fats that |hq+ gq| ≤
κe−α, |S(Γ)| ≤ |L(Γ)| and bounding |∂Int|+ |∂Ext| by |∂Λ|+2d∑i L(Γi), we nd
Ξsmallm (Ext)Ξq(Int)
Ξq(Λ)
n∏
i=1
egq|S(Γi)| ≤ e−(hsmallm −hq)|Ext|eκe−α[2|∂Λ|+(1+2d)
∑
i L(Γi)]
(6.15)
Combining this bound with (6.14), the Peierls estimates (3.7), the indutive
assumption (ii), and ∂IntΓ ≤ 2dL(Γ), we get:
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Ξm(Λ)
Ξq(Λ)
≤ e2κe−α|∂Λ|
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}large
ext
e−(h
small
m −hq)|Ext|
n∏
i=1
e−βJ |L(Γi)|e[(8d+1)κe
−α]L(Γi)
≤ e2κe−α|∂Λ|
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}large
ext
e−(h
small
m −hq)|Ext|
n∏
i=1
e−(α+1)L(Γi) (6.16)
where for the last inequality we used the hypothesis (2d + 1)κe−α ≤ 1 and α =
βJ − 5.
At this point we need a tehnial lemma proved in [17℄ (see the proof below)
Lemma 1. Consider the partition funtion
Z˜(Λ) =
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
omp
n∏
i=1
z˜(Γi)e
L(Γi)
(6.17)
of a gas of ontours with ativities
z˜(Γ)e|L(Γ)| ≤ e−α˜L(Γ)eL(Γ)
Let −s˜ = − limΛ↑Zd (1/|Λ|) ln Z˜(Λ) be the orresponding free energy. Then∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
ext
e−a|Ext|
n∏
i=1
K˜(Γi) ≤ eκe−α˜+1|∂Λ| (6.18)
where the sum is over ontours in Λ provided
a ≥ s˜ (6.19)
κe−α˜+1 ≤ 1
2d+ 1
(6.20)
To apply this lemma to (6.16) we put
α˜ = α + 1 (6.21)
a = hsmallm − hp = am + hsmallm − hm (6.22)
and
z˜(S) =
{
e−α˜L(Γ) if Γ is large
0 if Γ is small
(6.23)
For κe−α˜+1 < 1, the Mayer expansion for ln Z˜(Λ) is onvergent. Using the fat
that it only ontains large ontours (diamΓ ≥ 1/am for eah ontour ontributing
to ln Z˜(Λ)) one has (see (6.6)):
s˜ ≤ (κe−α) 1am (6.24)
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Moreover the dierene hsmallm − hm is the free energy of a gas of large ontours with
again diamΓ ≥ 1/am and thus again for κe−α˜−1 < 1 shares the same upper bound∣∣hsmallm − hm∣∣ ≤ (κe−α) 1am (6.25)
Hene
a− s˜ ≥ am − 2
(
κe−α
) 1
am
(6.26)
Therefore the assumption a − s˜ ≥ 0 will be fullled if am ≥ 2 (κe−α)
1
am
i.e. if
(am/2)
am ≥ κe−α. This is atually true beause the funtion (a/2)a has a minimum
at a = 2/e for whih it takes the value e−2/e ≃ 0.47 that is greater than the upper
bound 1/(2d+ 1) required for κe−α.
Applying the lemma (with the value (6.21)) to(6.16) immediately gives (6.10).
Proof of (iii) for diam Λ = k
The inequality (6.11) follows immediately from (6.9), (6.10) , and the fat that
am|Λ| ≤ amdiamΛ |∂Λ| ≤ |∂Λ| (6.27)
Proof of Lemma 1 For κe−a˜+1 < 1, the partition funtion Z˜(Λ) an be ontrolled
by onvergent luster expansion. In partiular for the interior Int= ∪iIntΓi of a set
of external ontours {Γ1, ...,Γn}
ext
we have the estimate
Z˜(Int)e−s˜|Int| ≥ e−κe−α˜+1|∂Int| ≥
n∏
i=1
e−2dκe
−α˜+1|L(Γi)|
(6.28)
Here the rst inequality stems from (3.17) and the last from the hypothesis (6.20).
Therefore∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
ext
e−a|Ext|
n∏
i=1
z˜(Γi) ≤
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
ext
e−a|Ext|
n∏
i=1
z˜(Γi)e
2dκe−α˜+1L(Γi)Z˜(Int)es˜|Int|
≤ e−s˜|Λ|
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
ext
n∏
i=1
z˜(Γi)e
(2dκe−α˜+1+s˜)L(Γi)Z˜(Int)
≤ e−s˜|Λ|Z˜(Int)
where in the last inequality, we used s˜ ≤ κe−α˜+1. This gives (6.18) using again the
estimates (3.17). 
This ends the proof of Proposition 1.
We now ome bak to the proof of Theorem 2. We put µ1(t) = µ1+t, µ2(t) = µ2+t
with eµ1 + eµ2 = 1. Then, by denitions (3.9),(3.10), and (6.7), we have
a
emp
− a
mixt
= p
mixt
− p
emp
= t+ ln(eµ1 + eµ2) + lim
Λ↑Zd
1
|Λ| [lnZmixt(Λ)− lnZemp(Λ)]
(6.29)
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where
Zq(Λ) = e−gq|Λ|Ξ′q(Λ) =
∑
{Γ1,...,Γn}
omp
n∏
i=1
z′q(Γi) (6.30)
The funtion t+ln(eµ1+eµ2) = t is obviously inreasing, negative for t < 0, positive
for t > 0, and it intersets the horizontal oordinate axis only at one point t = 0.
The dierene a
mixt
− a
emp
will satisfy the same properties with the interseting
point slightly hanged) provided
1
|Λ|
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂t lnZemp(Λ)− ∂∂t lnZmixt(Λ)
∣∣∣∣ < 1 (6.31)
uniformly in Λ.
Let us rst give an upper bound on the derivative
∂
∂t
z′q(Γ) of the trunated a-
tivity. By virtue of relations (3.8),(3.6) one gets for every stable qontour Γ, that
either
∂
∂t
z′q(Γ) = 0, or:∣∣∣∣ ∂∂tz′q(Γ)
∣∣∣∣ =
∣∣∣∣∣ ∂∂t lnω(Γ)− ∂∂tgq(Γ) + ∂∂t ln Ξm(Intm Γ)Ξq(Intm Γ)
∣∣∣∣∣z′q(Γ)
≤ (1 + |Intm Γ|)z′q(Γ) ≤ |V (Γ)|e−α|L(Γ)| (6.32)
On the other hand,∣∣∣∣ 1|Λ| ∂∂t lnZq(Λ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
Γ:suppΓ∋x
∣∣∣∣ ∂∂tz′q(Γ)
∣∣∣∣× ∣∣∣∣Zq(Λ \ {Γ})Zq(Λ)
∣∣∣∣ (6.33)
Here the sums are over ontours Γ ontaining a given point x and
Zq(Λ \ {Γ}) =
∑∗
{Γ1,...,Γn}
omp
z′q(Γ) (6.34)
where the sum goes over all families {Γ1, ...,Γn}
omp
ompatible with Γ. This sum
an be bounded using the luster expansion. Indeed, denoting S the set of sites at
distane less or equal to 1 from the support of Γ, we get by (3.13),(3.17):
Zq(Λ \ {Γ})
Zq(Λ) = exp
− ∑
X:suppX∩S=∅
Φq(X)
 ≤ exp
{
|S|
∑
X:suppX∋x
|Φq(X)|
}
≤ exp {(2d+ 1)|S(Γ)|κe−α} ≤ exp{(2d+ 1)L(Γ)κe−α} (6.35)
Inserting this bound in (6.33) and taking into aount the inequality (6.32) and
the estimate
|V (Γ)| ≤ |S(Γ)|diamΓ ≤ |S(Γ)|2 ≤ e|S(Γ)| ≤ eL(Γ)
gives∣∣∣∣ 1|Λ| ∂∂t lnZq(Λ)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
Γ:suppΓ∋x
e−αL(Γ)+(2d+2)L(Γ)Ke
−α ≤
∑
n≥1
νne−αne2(d+1)κe
−αn
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Using that κ ≃ 4.9ν, we get that for 2(d + 1)κe−α ≤ 1 this last sum is less than
1/2 . This implies (6.31) ending the proof of Theorem 2.
7. Proof of Theorem 3
Let us rst explain the idea of the proof.
In dimension d = 3, the rst exitation of a at interfae is obtained by replaing
an empty site of the interfae by an oupied one (denote Iup
el
suh an interfae) or
by replaing an oupied site of the interfae by an empty one (denote Idown
el
suh
an interfae). In the rst ase, we have∑
I:supp I⊂V
supp I=supp I
up
el
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|
=
N−1∑
n=0
(
N − 1
n
)
e(µ
∗
1−βJ1)ne−(µ
∗
2−βJ2)(N−1−n)
ep(µ
∗
1 ,µ
∗
2)N
(eµ
∗
1−5βJ1 + eµ
∗
2−5βJ2)
= (c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2)N
c∗1e
−5βJ1 + c∗2e
−5βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2
In the seond ase we have∑
I:supp I⊂V
supp I=supp Idown
el
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|
=
N−4∑
n=0
(
N−4
n
)
e(µ
∗
1−βJ1)ne−(µ
∗
2−βJ2)(N−4−n)
ep(µ
∗
1 ,µ
∗
2)N
4∑
m=1
(
4
m
)
e2m(µ
∗
1−βJ1)e−(8−2m)(µ
∗
2−βJ2)
= (c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2)N
(c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2)4
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)4
In dimension d = 2, the rst exitation of a at interfae is obtained by splitting
it into a left part and a right part and then shift the right part by a height 1 or −1
(denote I
el
suh an interfae). Then, we have∑
I:supp I⊂V
supp I=supp I
el
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|
=
N−1∑
n=0
(
N −m
n
)
e(µ
∗
1−βJ1)ne−(µ
∗
2−βJ2)(N−m−1)
ep(µ
∗
1 ,µ
∗
2)N
(eµ
∗
1−2βJ1 + eµ
∗
2−2βJ2)
= (c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−J2)N
c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2
Note, that in fat suh modied interfaes are not allowed with the boundary
ondition χmixt,emp. However, one an lightly modify this boundary ondition to
allow suh interfae, leaving the resulting surfae tension unhanged.
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To study the dierene F ′(V )− F
at
(V ), we shall express the quantity
(c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2)−N
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|
as the partition funtion of a gas of exitations to be alled walls or more generally
aggregates with small ativities at low enough temperature.
This will allow us to exponentiate this quantity and to obtained that the dier-
ene (F ′(V )−F ′
at
(V ))/N an be expressed as a onvergent series (up to a boundary
term) whose leading terms are :
− 1
β
c∗1e
−5βJ1 + c∗2e
−5βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2 −
1
β
(c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2)4
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)4
in three dimensions and
− 2
β
c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2
in two dimensions.
7.1. Deorated interfaes. The rst step is to express the quantity A(I) dened
by (4.9) in a form suitable for our purpose. We write for eah support of the mixt
or emp luster C in A(I):
e−Φ˜mixt(C)
|C∩D|
|C| = 1 + (e−Φ˜mixt(C)
|C∩D|
|C| − 1) ≡ 1 + ψ˜
mixt
(C)
e
−Φ˜
emp
(C) |C∩U||C| = 1 + (e
−Φ˜
emp
(C) |C∩U||C| − 1) ≡ 1 + ψ˜
emp
(C)
Dene for a onneted family A of support of lusters:
ψ˜
mixt
(A) =
∏
C∈A
ψ˜
mixt
(C), ψ˜
emp
(A) =
∏
C∈A
ψ˜
emp
(A)
Then
A(I) =
∏
C∩S(I)6=∅
e
−Φ˜
mixt
(C) |C∩D||C|
∏
C′∩S(I)6=∅
e
−Φ˜
emp
(C′) |C
′∩U|
|C|
=
∑
{A1,...,An}omp:Ai∩S(I)6=∅
n∏
i=1
ψ˜
mixt
(Ai)
∑
{A1,...,Am}omp:Ai∩S(I)6=∅
m∏
j=1
ψ˜
emp
(Aj)
where the sums are over ompatible families of onneted sets Ai of support of
lusters touhing the interfae. As it was done for multi-indexes, it is onvenient
to sum all A with the same support say D to be alled deoration. We dene the
weight
ψ
mixt
(D) =
∑
A:suppA=D
ψ˜
mixt
(A) =
∑
{C1,...,Cn}:∪Ci=D
n∏
i=1
ψ˜
mixt
(Ci) (7.1)
ψ
emp
(D) =
∑
A:suppA=D
ψ˜
emp
(A) =
∑
{C1,...,Cn}:∪Ci=D
n∏
i=1
ψ˜
emp
(Ci) (7.2)
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This leads to
e−βF
′(V ) =
∑
I:supp I⊂V
ω(I)e−p(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(I)|
∑
{D1,...,Dn}omp:
Di∩S(I) 6=∅,Di∩D 6=∅
n∏
i=1
ψ
mixt
(Di)
×
∑
{D1,...,Dm}omp:
Di∩S(I) 6=∅,Di∩U 6=∅
m∏
j=1
ψ
emp
(Dj) (7.3)
where the sums are over ompatible families of deorations touhing the interfae.
We dene a deorated interfae as a triplet Ide = {I,D
mixt
,D
emp
}, where I is an
interfae, D
mixt
is a olletion of mixtdeorations touhing the interfae and D
emp
is a olletion of empdeorations touhing the interfae.
The weights of deorations may be ontrolled with the inequalities |e−Φ˜mixt(C) |C∩D||C|
− 1| ≤ (e− 1)|Φ˜
mixt
(C)| and |e−Φ˜emp(D) |C∩U||C| − 1| ≤ (e− 1)|Φ˜
emp
(D)|. Together with
(4.11), this implies the bounds (see [29℄):
|ψ
mixt
(D)| ≤ (8e(e− 1)κe−α)L(D) (7.4)
|ψ
emp
(D)| ≤ (8e(e− 1)κe−α)L(D) (7.5)
7.2. Walls and aggregates. We now introdue the notion of walls and aggregates
by the following denitions.
Consider a deorated interfae Ide = {I,D
mixt
,D
emp
}. Let Π0 denote the hori-
zontal hyper-plane xd = 0 and let π denote the projetion parallel to the vertial
axis on this hyper-plane: π(x1, ..., xd) = (x1, ..., xd−1), π(A) = ∪x∈Aπ(x). A pair
{sx, sy} of the interfae I is alled orret if
(1) π(x) = π(y) (the bond xy is vertial).
(2) there is no other pair pairs {sx′, sy′} of the interfae suh that π(x′) = π(x).
(3) there are no deorations suh that π(D) ⊃ π(x).
The onneted omponents of the set of orret pairs are alled eilings and denoted
C. The onneted omponents of the set of non orret pairs are alled walls (see
Fig. 5).
For a wall W , we use Sα(W ) to denote the set of sites for whih sx = α. The
set suppW = S0(W )∪ S1(W )∪ S2(W ) is alled support of the wall W . As for the
ontours and the interfaes, we will also use S(W ) = S1(W )∪S2(W ) to denote the
set of oupied sites of the wall, L1(W ) (respetively L2(W )) to denote the number
of nearest neighbour pairs 〈x, y〉 suh that suh that sx = 1 and sy = 0 (respetively
sx = 2 and sy = 0) and L(W ) = L1(W ) + L2(W ).
Denote further W(I) the set of walls of the interfae I.
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The union ∪W∈W(I)suppW ∪D∈Ide D split into maximal onneted omponents
alled aggregates. Namely, an aggregate w of a deorated interfae is a family
w = {W1, ...,Wn;D1, ...,Dm}
suh that the set ∪ni=1suppWi ∪mj=1 Dj is onneted.
A olletion of aggregates {w1, . . . , wn} is alled admissible if there exists a de-
orated interfae Ide suh that w1, . . . , wn are the aggregates of I
de
.
Here omes a dierene for denitions between dimension 2 and dimension 3.
In 3dimensions an aggregate is alled a standard aggregate, (or aggregate in
standard position), if there exits a deorated interfae Ide suh that w is the unique
aggregate of Ide. To any aggregate w, we an assoiate a unique standard aggregate
whih is just a translate of w. In this way, one an assoiate to any admissible
olletion of aggregates a unique olletion of standard aggregates. Suh olletions
are alled admissible olletions of standard aggregates. To an admissible olletion
of standard aggregates we an assoiate in a unique way an admissible olletion
of aggregates.
1
1 0 2
2 1 1 0 2
0 0 1 2 0 1 1 0
0 0 1 2 0 0 0
0 2 1 1 2 0
0 0 0 0
Figure 6: The walls orresponding to the interfae of Figure 4.
7.3. Expansions. With these denitions and notations, one gets from (7.3), the
following expansion
e−βF
′(V ) = (c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2)N
∑
{w1,...,wn}
adm
n∏
i=1
z(wi) (7.6)
where the sum is over admissible olletions of standard aggregates and the ativi-
ties of aggregates are given by
z(w) =
∏
W∈w
e−βJ1L1(W )−βJ2L2(W )+µ
∗
1|S1(W )|+µ∗2|S2(W )|
ep(µ
∗
1,µ
∗
2)|S(W )|(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)|pi(W )|
∏
D∈w
ψ(D) (7.7)
Here ψ(D) = ψ
mixt
(D) for the mixtdeorations and ψ(D) = ψ
emp
(D) for the emp-
deorations.
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In two dimensions we proeed dierently. For an aggregate w, we onsider the
eiling omponents to the left and to the right of w respetively denoted C(L) and
C(R). Let h(L) (respetively h(R)) be the seond oordinate of any empty site of C(L)
(respetively C(R)). We dene the position p(w) of th aggregate w as p(w) = h(L)
and the height of the aggregate w as h(w) = h(R) − h(L). An aggregate w is now
alled standard aggregate (or aggregate in standard position) if p(w) = 0. One
obviously an assoiate to any aggregate an aggregate in standard position and to
any admissible olletion of aggregates a unique olletion of standard aggregates.
As before suh olletions are alled admissible olletions of standard aggregates
and to an admissible olletion of standard aggregates we an assoiate a unique
admissible olletion of aggregates.
For an admissible olletion of aggregates {w′1, . . . , w′n}adm, one has the onstraint∑n
i=1 h(w
′
i) = 0. If we let, for i = 1, . . . , n, wi denote the standard aggregates
orresponding to w′i, this onstraint reads also
∑n
i=1 h(wi) = 0. From (7.3), we
then get:
e−βF
′(V ) = (c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2)N
∑
{w1,...,wn}
adm
n∏
i=1
z(wi)δ
( n∑
i=1
h(wi), 0
)
(7.8)
where the ativities z(w) of aggregates are also given by (7.7).
We now introdue the notion of elementary walls whih are the walls orrespond-
ing to the elementary interfaes mentioned in the beginning of this setion.
In two dimensions, an elementary wall W
el
is a wall that ontains two pairs
{sx, sy} and {sx, sz} suh that the site x is oupied, the sites y and z are empty,
y is above x and z is to the left or to the right of x.
The ativity of suh a wall are easily omputed and we have
∑
W
el
:suppW
el
={x,y,z}
z(W
el
) =
c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2 (7.9)
In three dimensions, we all elementary wall, either a wall (orresponding to the
elementary interfae Iup
el
) that ontains four pairs {sx, sxi}, i = 1, . . . ., 4, suh that
the site x is oupied, the sites xi are empty and all the sites leave on the plane
x3 = 0, or a wall (orresponding to the elementary interfae Iup
down
) that ontains
eight pairs {sx, sxi}, {sxi, syi} , i = 1, . . . ., 4, suh that the sites x and zi are empty,
the sites yi are oupied, the sites x and xi leaves on the plane x
3 = −1, the sites
yi leaves on the plane x
3 = 0.
In the rst ase we have
∑
W
el
:suppW
el
={x,x1,x2,x3,x4}
z(w
el
) =
c∗1e
−5βJ1 + c∗2e
−5βJ2
c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2 (7.10)
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while in the seond ase∑
W
el
:suppW
el
={x,x1,x2,x3,x4,y1,y2,y3,y4}
z(w
el
) =
(c∗1e
−2βJ1 + c∗2e
−2βJ2)4
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)4
(7.11)
For non elementary walls and aggregates, the ativities (7.7) may be bounded as
z(w) ≤ (age
−βJ)L(w)
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)|pi(w)|
(7.12)
∑
w:L(w)=L
z(w) ≤ (age
−βJ)L
(c∗1e−βJ1 + c
∗
2e
−βJ2)|pi(w)|
(7.13)
where
ag =
{
8e(e− 1)κe−αeβJ if L(w) ≥ 2d
1 otherwise
This allows to exponentiate the partitions funtions of the gas of aggregates in
the RHS of (7.6) and (7.8), for low enough temperatures. We dene multi-indexes
Y orresponding to aggregates as funtion from the set of aggregates into the set
of non negative integers, and we let supp Y = ∪w:Y (w)≥1supp w. The trunated
funtional orresponding to the ativities z is given by
Ψ(w) =
a(Y )∏
w Y (w)!
∏
w
z(w)Y (w) (7.14)
where the fator a(Y ) is dened as in (3.12). Then,∑
{w1,...,wn}
adm
n∏
i=1
z(wi) = exp
{ ∑
Y :supp Y⊂V
Ψ(Y )
}
= e−βNF+σ(V |Ψ) (7.15)
in 3dimensions and∑
{w1,...,wn}
adm
n∏
i=1
z(wi)δ
( n∑
i=1
h(wi), 0
)
= Pr
{ n∑
i=1
h(wi) = 0
}
exp
{ ∑
Y :supp Y⊂V
Ψ(Y )
}
= Pr
{ n∑
i=1
h(wi) = 0
}
e−βNF+σ(V |Ψ) (7.16)
in 2dimensions. Here
−βF =
∑
Y :suppY ∋0
Ψ(Y )
|supp Y ∩ Π0| (7.17)
σ(V | Ψ) = −
∑
Y :supp Y ∩V c 6=∅
Ψ(Y )
|supp Y ∩ π(V )|
|supp Y ∩Π0| (7.18)
and
Pr
{ n∑
i=1
h(wi) = 0
}
=
∑
{w1,...,wn}
adm
∏n
i=1 z(wi)δ
(∑n
i=1 h(wi), 0
)
∑
{w1,...,wn}
adm
∏n
i=1 z(wi)
(7.19)
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The series (7.17) onverges whenever 8e(e − 1)κ2e−α < 1. This an be seen by
verifying the onvergene ondition (6.2) with the ativities z(w) and with the
ontours replaed by aggregates.
Notie that the multi-indexes involved in the sum of (7.18) intersets both π(V )
and V
c
= Zd \ V . Thus at low temperatures, this sum an be bounded by Ld−2
times a onstant so that this term will give no ontribution to the surfae tension
in the thermodynami limit. In addition, the probability Pr{∑ni=1 h(wi) = 0}, may
be ontrolled by known tehniques (see e.g. [11, 30, 31, 32℄) and
lim
L→∞
(1/N) lnPr{
n∑
i=1
h(wi) = 0} = 0
Hene, by taking the thermodynami limit L→∞ in equations (7.6) and (7.8) we
obtain:
e−β(τmixt,emp−F) = c∗1e
−βJ1 + c∗2e
−βJ2
(7.20)
Whenever a multi-index Y ontains only one aggregate w (Y (w) = 1 and Y (w′) =
0 for w′ 6= w) one has Ψ(Y ) = z(w). The leading terms of F are then obtained with
the help of relations (7.9)(7.11). This gives the expressions (5.5) and (5.6). Taking
furthermore into aount the expression (4.16) ends the proof of the theorem.
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